WebStorm 163.4830.19 Release Notes
CSS

Feature

WEB-23345

Stylelint: provide parsing for rc file

Bug

WEB-23373

Stylelint: correct name of the property used in the package.json

Task

WEB-23340

Stylelint: WS does not find path to stylelint

Exception WEB-23350

Stylelint: Provide icon for rc file

Feature

WEB-23323

console shortener could handle the test runner case as well

Feature

WEB-23223

IntelliJ Dart parser should support configurable imports

Bug

WEB-15526

Generated comments in Dart files don't use the value from ${USER} variable

Bug

WEB-22883

IDE UI locks up when clicking on 'var' keyword in Javascript file

Bug

WEB-23211

'Expression statement is not assignment or call' shown for Chai expectations

Bug

WEB-23252

"Parameter info" is wrong when using an inner arrow function without braces

JavaScript.
Frameworks

Bug

WEB-23251

Update Angular2 Live templates

JavaScript.
Predefs

Bug

WEB-23265

document.domain is defined as a const

Bug

WEB-18251

Function is not treated as instance of Function

Node.js

Bug

WEB-23093

Node Remote Interpreter: Docker: cannot build image on Unix

TypeScript

Feature

WEB-22938

TypeScript editor should include typings from tsconfig.json lib property

Feature

WEB-23285

Autoformat arrow functions like in js

Feature

WEB-23306

TypeScript: import can be shortened inspection + quick fix

Bug

WEB-6819

TypeScript Rename Refactoring too Aggressive

Bug

WEB-23244

Decorators make class the jsdoc comment inaccessible

Bug

WEB-21670

Angular2: no completion for @angular module inside import statement

Bug

WEB-23130

Cannot find tsconfig.json in angular-cli generated project

Bug

WEB-23217

"Cannot resolve symbol" for 3rd party imports using ES6

Bug

WEB-23352

Wrong 'Unresolved function or method deserialize()'

Bug

WEB-19185

TypeScript: Refactor/Rename for class property should also rename properties
of class instances

Feature

WEB-16785

Mocha: allow running configuration with empty "Test directory" field if Mocha is
run with '--opts' key

Bug

WEB-23304

Karma stacktrace not clickable after updating to karma 1.2.0

Bug

IDEA-161165 Per Project Modality: when Commit or Push dialog is shown in one IDEA
window, Code Analyzing hangs with 99% completed in the other window

Bug

IDEA-161155 Per Project Modality: when Commit or Push dialog is opened in one IDEA
frame, it's impossible to hide or show tool windows in the other frame

Usability

IDEA-123307 Squashed tree widget on Windows theme on HiDPI monitor

Dart

JavaScript

Unit Tests

No subsystem

Exception IDEA-159111 IAE at com.intellij.openapi.components.ServiceManager.getService
Code Analysis.
Inspection

Debugger

Bug

IDEA-161358 "Cannot load .idea. The file does not exist" error is shown if .idea folder is
removed between offline inspection runs

Bug

IDEA-160955 Inspection Results: inspections not enabled "In All Scopes" are confusingly
marked as "Disabled"

Bug

IDEA-161086 Add to Watches from "Evaluate" dialog should evaluate only once

Find, Replace,
Find Usages

Bug

IDEA-159829 when editing in find result previews the cursor jumps some number of
characters after insertion

Bug

IDEA-160192 Seach and replace inconsistency started from Seach dialog

Bug

IDEA-159341 Replace in file: Regex for start of line matches twice on empty lines

Bug

IDEA-161214 Find in Path: Preview editor does not abide by option "Allow placement of caret
after end of line"

Bug

IDEA-146150 Page up/down in preview mode of find in path

Bug

IDEA-112749 Find field unicode support

Bug

IDEA-104681 Regex Find always case-sensitive with non-english characters

Indices

Bug

IDEA-161307 ShutDownTracker#ensureStopperThreadsFinished deadlock

Plugin Support.
Architecture

Exception IDEA-155455 PPEIE at ExtensionComponentAdapter.getComponentInstance() on project
loading

Project View

Bug

IDEA-152049 Project view collapses in unpinned mode after some time and changes in editor

User Interface

Bug

IDEA-161330 Scheme drop-down becomes empty on deleting

Bug

IDEA-156648 Tree view is compacted in 2016.2 EAP

Bug

IDEA-148877 Ctrl + Button3 not captured

Usability

IDEA-25635

Usability

IDEA-102869 Automatically create a copy of default scheme for chaging

Change display behavior during background indexing: disable/remove content
of tool windows instead of hiding windows

Exception IDEA-161318 "Write access is allowed from write-safe contexts only" when quickly switching
pin mode of QuickDoc
User
Usability
Interface.Darcula

IDEA-115892 Restore previous editor colour scheme when switching to Default LaF

Version Control.
Git

Bug

IDEA-160606 "undo commit" action incorrectly revert addition under vcs

Bug

IDEA-161332 Description of "Checkout with Rebase" action is misleading

Bug

IDEA-161352 Link in detached HEAD warning is unclickable

